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+pi (3)-s D→ s B
 random bkg.
+pi (3)- D→ 0 B
-pi (3)+cΛ → bΛ 
CDF Run II Preliminary -1 1 fb≈L 
]2D mass [GeV/c




















 Combinatorial + False Lepton
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max PID dilution D [%]
5 10 15 20 25 30
CDF Run II Preliminary -1
 355 pb≈L 
+
 Kψ J/→ +B
+pi 
0D → +B
pi 30D → +B
*0
 Kψ J/→ 0B
+pi - D→ 0B
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σ 1 ± data 
σ 1.645 
 (stat. only)σ 1.645 ± data 
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